
 

   
 

  
 Request under Freedom of Information Act 2000 
 
Request Ref: NGFOI 18/19: 352 
    
Thank you for your request for information received at Northampton General Hospital NHS 
Trust (NGH) on 27/9/2018.  
 
I am pleased to be able to provide you with the following information:    
 
1. How many doctors have been booked outside of IR35 since April 2017? 

 
0 
 

2. What is your yearly trust spend on agency locum doctors via framework agencies, 
broken down into grade and specialty? 
 

I can confirm on behalf of the Trust and in accordance with S.1 (1) of the 
Freedom of Information Act 2000 (FOIA) that we do not record this information. 
 

3. What is your yearly trust spend on agency locum doctors via OFF-framework 
agencies, broken down into grade and specialty? 
 
I can confirm on behalf of the Trust and in accordance with S.1 (1) of the 
Freedom of Information Act 2000 (FOIA) that we do not record this information. 
 

4. What is your average total charge rate for a locum consultant doctor? 
 

£107.96 per hour 
 

5. Who is the highest paid locum Consultant, what is the hourly rate and in what 
specialty do they practice? 
 

To provide the information as requested would be releasing personal 
information of third parties, which is exempt from disclosure under Part II 
(Section 40 (2) - Personal Information) of the Act.  

 
6. Please can you outline your spend per agency, broken down by grade and specialty 

of doctor over the past 12 months? 
 
Treatment Function Title  Medical (Consultants)   Medical (Other)  

General Surgery  £                                        17,975   £                            6,200  

Urology  £                                        65,709   

Breast Surgery  £                                        93,738   £                         49,581  

Vascular Surgery  £                                        36,442   £                         17,581  



Trauma & Orthopaedics  £                                        62,167   £                       375,737  

Ent  £                                                 -     £                       113,163  

Oral Surgery  £                                        77,236   £                         19,425  

Accident & Emergency  £                                      748,487   £                       180,081  

Anaesthetics  £                                        31,908   £                            1,449  

General Medicine  £                                        91,117   £                       463,173  

Gastroenterology  £                                      219,275   £                                   -    

Endocrinology  £                                      214,654   £                               399  

Clinical Haematology  £                                        76,051   

Cardiology  £                                      184,707   £                                   -    

Dermatology -£                                          6,549   £                                   -    

Respiratory Medicine  £                                      213,210   £                            1,233  

Rheumatology  £                                        44,131   £                                   -    

Paediatrics  £                                        40,356   £                            9,992  

Geriatric Medicine  £                                      423,675   £                         14,260  

Gynaecology  £                                              750   £                               743  

Clinical Oncology (Previously 
Radiotherapy) 

 £                                      383,334   £                       146,512  

Diagnostic Imaging  £                                      273,510   £                                   -    

Pathology  £                                        33,937   £                                   -    

Total  £                                  3,325,821   £                   1,399,528  

 


